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SECTION 1

UNDERSTANDING THE BASICS
“Marketing emails account for most ‘this is spam’ complaints, 70% in fact, 

which explains the scrutiny some marketers see applied to their emails.”
– Return Path, The Email Intelligence Report Q3 2012

What is email deliverability?
Sending email to subscriber inboxes is becoming more difficult every day due to increasingly 

aggressive spam filtering techniques employed by Internet Service Providers (ISPs), such as Comcast 

and Yahoo! Email deliverability is anything that stops your emails from reaching the intended inboxes.

Who controls whether or not my emails are delivered?
ISPs are the primary gatekeepers of email delivery. Remember, the Internet is not free. ISPs are profit-

oriented businesses and sending traffic across their networks costs them money. Allowing unwanted 

spam to trouble their paying customers would cost them even more, so they have a strong incentive to 

filter the email traffic that touches their servers.

I’m not a spammer! Why aren’t my emails getting through? 
Unfortunately, given the high rate of spam, there is a natural bias against senders who exhibit any sign 

of untrustworthiness. Furthermore, spam detection filters are not perfect.  Your emails may be blocked 

or labeled as spam because an arbitrary threshold was crossed on a server in an ISP’s network. Since 

ISPs will not bother to inquire about the legitimacy of your company, any cause for concern could 

result in the immediate obstruction of your emails.

So how do I prove my innocence? 
We’re glad you asked! In this guide, we describe four steps to ensure that your emails reach  

your customers:

zz Follow the law
zz Earn a great sender reputation
zz Send excellent content
zz Use a reliable email service
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FOLLOW THE LAW 
The CAN-SPAM Act of 2003 (Controlling the Assault of Non-Solicited Pornography and Marketing Act) 

established the rights of email recipients and the limitations of Internet advertising. Each violation is 

subject to fines of up to $16,000. 

Here are a few ways to make sure you’re saving money, following the law, 
and staying out of spam filters:

Use accurate sender information.
The emails you send should have accurate “From,” “To,” and “Reply-to” information. Messages coming 

from old or unknown email services are more likely to be marked as spam. The best “From” email 

addresses include a company’s domain – e.g. you@companyname.com – and not a free email service 

– e.g. you@hotmail.com. To get a feel for how ISPs evaluate the legitimacy of sender information, 

pay close attention to the “From” names and email addresses on the emails you receive.  Model your 

sender information after the most trustworthy emails you see in your own inbox.

Write honest subject lines.
It’s illegal to use deceptive subject lines to encourage people to open your emails. Furthermore, 

people don’t like to be tricked into reading content that is irrelevant to their interests and needs. If 

you provide the content you promised in the subject line, they’re more likely to continue opening your 

emails and buy what you’re selling. 

Offer recipients an opt-out method.
It’s never a good idea to force feed your emails to people 

who have no interest in reading them – especially if you’re 

hoping to convert them into paying customers. Recipients 

have the right to ask you not to send them emails and you’re 

legally obligated to honor that request. Make sure you have a 

mechanism in place for recipients to unsubscribe. Remember, 

when a recipient unsubscribes, it’s binding! It’s illegal to send 

to that email address again. Period. You can’t mail them from 

a different email address or through a third-party sender.

Pro Tip: Follow up on 
unsubscribe requests quickly. 
Legally, you have 10 days to honor 

the requests, but it’s best to do so 

much sooner - it will keep your list 

clean and reduce your chances of 

generating spam complaints.
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Identify your message as an advertisement and include your company’s postal address.
CAN-SPAM explicitly requires all unsolicited email to be labeled as advertisements. The law 

generously provides leeway on how to do this, but you must clearly disclose that your message is 

an advertisement. Furthermore, you must include a valid physical postal address. This can be your 

street address or a U.S. post office box. Not only does this bring you into compliance with the law, it 

also establishes trust and credibility for your business because recipients can trace your emails to a 

company with a legitimate physical address.

Remember – CAN-SPAM compliance is only the first step to email deliverability success. ISPs use their 

own policies, which include a number of additional factors, to determine whether an email appears in 

the intended inbox.
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EARN A GREAT SENDER REPUTATION
An unavoidable law of business is that your customers must trust you before they give you their 

money. It works the same way with ISPs. Before they let you send email to their customers, they have 

to trust that you’ll treat those customers with respect and courtesy. You can ensure this by building a 

strong sender reputation.

In addition to CAN-SPAM compliance, ISPs monitor a number of other factors to evaluate email 

senders. Once you prove you’re trustworthy, ISPs will allow your emails through.  Primarily, this means 

maintaining a low bounce rate, under 5% of your overall message volume, and a complaint rate below 

0.2%. Bounces and complaints will quickly drive down your sender reputation.  Among other things, 

a good sender reputation ‘loosens’ the spam filters: ISPs judge content less critically for senders who 

have had few bounces and complaints.

What is the difference between a shared IP address and a dedicated IP address?
Spam filters identify every email server by its IP address. Using a shared IP address for email marketing means 
multiple senders are using the same server or pool of servers to send their emails. Alternatively, sending from a 
dedicated IP address means that an email server and IP address are assigned to only one sender. With shared IPs, 
your sending practices will affect the reputation of everyone using your IP.  Furthermore, your reputation will be 
affected by everyone else’s behavior.  With a dedicated IP, you have the most control of your email deliverability, 
because it ensures that your sender reputation reflects only your actions and no one else’s.  However, if your list 
is older or has other challenges, a shared IP pool lets you take advantage of the established sender reputation, 
eliminates warm up concerns, and spreads your messages over many IP addresses. For these reasons, less than 
perfect lists may be better off on a shared IP pool than on a dedicated cluster.  

Here are the steps you can take to establish a great reputation:

Create a legitimate opt-in list. 
Opt-in lists have email addresses and other personal information that were voluntarily provided by the 

recipient to your company. Lists that have been bought or automatically harvested are illegal and are 

not allowed through any ISP. To identify illegal lists, ISPs set up “spam trap” email addresses and identify 

senders who attempt to mail to old email addresses that are no longer in use. Since it’s impossible for 

these addresses to legitimately opt in to receive your emails, any mail that lands in the trap inbox is 

labeled as spam. Additional emails from that sender to other, valid email addresses will be blocked.
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Update and monitor your list. 
Things happen. Sometimes people provide bogus email addresses. Other times people change 

email addresses or switch ISPs. Both of these problems can lead to bounced emails. In some cases, 

people may mark your email as spam simply because they forgot they opted in. Since ISP tolerance 

for bounced email is about 5% of your message volume, and 0.2% for spam complaints, any of these 

issues could get you blacklisted. The easiest way to avoid this is to make sure your list is clean. 

Remove recipients who mark you as spam and addresses that bounce back. 

Test your list. 
The best way to know whether your emails will reach the inbox 

is to send test emails before launching your full campaign. 

Start by mailing a small subset of your list to determine 

the complaint rate, bounce rate, and other problem areas. 

Addressing these issues early will ensure that they don’t 

compound as you ramp up your campaign.

Send at a consistent volume and rate. 
Spammers tend to send mail erratically and at high volumes. 

To keep from setting off any red flags, start slowly and build 

over time, keeping your activity consistent. 

Focus on your best customers. 
When it comes to email marketing, quality is always more 

important than quantity. As your opt-in list matures, focus 

on your best customers. Remove recipients who consistently 

ignore your messages or choose not to click through to an 

offer. They do little to increase your revenue; rather, they 

increase your chances of being labeled as spam.

Pro Tip: Avoid switching  
IP addresses too often
When you opt for a dedicated IP 

address, it’s tempting to switch IPs 

when email deliverability issues 

arise. While this may alleviate the 

problem in the short term, this also 

means that you will start over with 

a new (and suspicious) reputation 

that you will have to build up – 

again. It takes time to build your 

reputation and time is money. 

Nurturing your reputation from  

the outset will reduce costs in the 

long run.
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What does Sender Score mean?
Sender Score is an algorithm developed by the email 
research company Return Path. Sender Score uses 
data gathered from 60 million inboxes at a variety of 
ISPs and security companies.  It measures an email 
server’s trustworthiness on a scale of 0-100, based on 
factors such as complaint rate, bounce rate, and black 
list status.

ISPs often use Sender Score to determine whether 
to block or deliver an email.  Even if an ISP doesn’t 
use this service, it’s likely their criteria for evaluating 
emails is similar. Here are some of the factors that 
determine your Sender Score:

Complaint rate – the number of spam complaints 
divided by the number of emails accepted.

External reputation – frequency of appearances  
on blacklists or whitelists compared to other  
IP addresses.

Bounced emails – the number of emails returned to 
sender compared to other IP addresses.

Accepted rate – the number of emails successfully 
delivered in relation to those attempted.

Unknown user rate – the number of nonexistent or 
invalid email addresses.

With a score of 90 and above, your emails will sail 
through email filters with relatively few obstructed 
by ISPs. If your score falls below 80, expect many of 
your emails to land in spam folders or to be blocked 
entirely – there may be an issue that needs to be 
addressed. Anything lower than 50, however, signals 
that you are a spammer. You should expect most of 
your emails to be blocked.
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SEND EXCELLENT CONTENT
At the end of the day, what matters most to your recipients is your content. Are you providing the 
useful and relevant information that you promised when they subscribed? Are your emails presented in 

an easy-to-read format with links to relevant resources? 

If you’re not sure about your content’s quality, here’s a quick checklist:

Use segmented lists to target your mailings.
So you’ve got an awesome product that appeals to moms, dads, and emotionally aloof teenagers alike. 
That’s great! The best way to reach them all is to write emails customized for each demographic. 
(After all, telling a 16 year-old that she’s just like her mom is the fastest way to get your email deleted 
– maybe even reported as spam.) Segment your list based on specific characteristics of your audience; 
construct each email with a message that resonates with a specific audience. This will strengthen your 

customer relationships and increase open and click-through rates.

Use strong subject lines.
We previously discussed the need to write honest subject lines that accurately reflect the content of 
your emails. But, are your subject lines compelling enough to get clicked? Will your recipients react 
with a yawn or enthusiastically click through to read your emails? When crafting your campaign, think 

seriously about the copy quality of your subject lines.

Write clean HTML emails.
Now that you’ve enticed your recipients to open your emails, make sure your emails render properly in 
their email applications. Use a service like PreviewMyEmail.com to ensure that your email is viewable in 
every popular email application in use today. Also, remember that more people are reading email on 

their phones. Is your email content optimized for smaller screens?

Avoid spam triggers in your content.
Both ISPs and recipients identify incorrect spelling, excessive capitalization, and extreme punctuation 
as spam signals. Moreover, spammers tend to use words like “credit,” “guarantee,” and “free” in their 
emails.  Avoid these triggers by crosschecking your copy against a list of spam words. You can find 

several lists online with a quick Google search.

Keep your copy short and to the point.
Few people will take more than a minute or two to read an email, especially commercial email. This is 
particularly true if they’re using a mobile device. If your copy is long and tedious, your recipients will 

move on quickly or avoid the email all together.
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EMAIL SERVICES: SAVE TIME – OUTSOURCE 
THE HEADACHES
The more “good” emails you send, the better your sender reputation becomes. As a result, ISPs are 

less likely to block your subsequent emails or send them to spam folders. Maintaining your own 

email server is expensive and time-consuming. In most cases, outsourcing your email infrastructure 

makes sense to avoid the hassle of constantly monitoring for email deliverability issues and properly 

responding to complaints. A hosted service allows you to focus on the content of your emails. 

Here’s what an email service does:

Provide a clean IP address
Chances are, you’re using an email server with an IP address that is shared with many other senders. 

This means that your email deliverability is affected by the behavior of marketers who may not 

diligently adhere to email marketing best practices. Unfortunately, if you’re sharing an IP address with 

a spammer, ISPs may not be able to differentiate your emails from the spammer’s emails. An email 

service will guarantee you a clean IP address using the following plans:
 

zz With a dedicated IP address, the mail stream is all yours and you have more freedom to send 

higher volumes of email. If your opt-in list is better maintained, this option gives you the 

opportunity to have an above-average sender reputation, resulting in higher rates of delivery.

zz With shared IP addresses, your reputation will start off sound due to the close monitoring of 

your email service, but your volume is limited. This is a great way to begin if your opt-in list 

needs cleaning, because your complaint and bounce rate will be diluted with the average of 

other addresses.

Monitor your complaint and bounce rate
Think of your email service provider as a private detective agency. If your emails aren’t getting 

through, they investigate the problem and provide a solution. Furthermore, they monitor your spam 

complaints and bounce rates to identify issues before they affect your email deliverability.

Negotiate with ISP providers
You have enough on your plate – let your email service work with ISPs, anti-spam organizations, and 

other email gatekeepers to establish the legitimacy of your emails. An established email service will 

leverage its existing relationships to resolve issues with ISPs when they arise.
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Maintain a strong sender reputation
ISPs rely upon authentication tools such as DomainKeys Identified Mail (DKIM), Sender Policy 

Framework (SPF), and reverse Domain Name Mapping (rDNS) to establish an email’s legitimacy. It’s 

also important for your email service to employ Feedback Loops (FBLs) to communicate complaints 

from ISPs. These tools, and their upkeep, require a lot of time and effort that, with an email service, 

you don’t have to worry about.
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SMTP.COM CAN HELP
No one is perfect: legitimate senders sometimes make mistakes that put them on the ISP “most 

unwanted” lists. The good news is that SMTP.com is one of the few email services that will work with 

you to resolve your email deliverability issues.

The trick to improving email deliverability is that there are many reasons why your email may not be 

going through. This guide discussed the main issues and how to avoid them, but we know you may 

still have questions specific to your company or situation. As a leader in email deliverability, we have 

the answers.

Feel free to contact SMTP.com at +1-877-705-9362 for questions on this guide or what we can do to 

improve your email deliverability experience. 

















































Email Marketing Basics: 
Learning to Let Go 
By SMTP Team 
 
In the world of email marketing, it 
is never easy to say goodbye to 
anyone on our hard-earned lists – 
especially if they’re a potential 
lead. But, it turns out that letting 
customers go who aren’t engaging 
with your campaign is actually 
better for your email marketing success. It ensures that the people on your list are truly 
interested in your product and it will give you ample opportunity to market to those more 
likely to convert. Moreover, if you continue to send to people who have made it clear that 
they’re not interested – whether through dismal open rates or repeated spam flagging 
(even though they’ve opted in to your campaign) – your reputation as an email sender 
will decrease. This will ultimately result in limited access to customers who really do 
want your emails! 
 
So, what should you do to make sure the customers who opted in are really interested and 
how should you process those who aren’t? The solution is actually pretty easy. 
 

• Provide the opportunity to opt in again. 
There’s always the chance that your list isn’t as clean as you’d like it to be. An 
easy solution is implementing a double opt-in method. Send an email that 
provides your recipient the opportunity to confirm their subscription. This 
strengthens your list, because subscribers who respond are the ones you want to 
pay attention to – and who want you to pay attention to them. It also reduces the 
amount of spam trap hits because these unmonitored accounts will never confirm 
their subscription. 

 
• Put an unsubscribe button at the top of your email.  

This way, uninterested recipients will simply remove themselves from your lists, 
instead of sending you straight to spam. Honestly, if they want to leave, they’ll do 
it anyway. The harder it is for them, the more your reputation (and your business) 
will pay for it. 

 
• Follow up on unsubscribe requests quickly.  

If a recipient has asked to be removed from your list, but they are still receiving 
your email, they’ll not only delete your emails, but also immediately alert their 
ISP to a possible spam nuisance.  

 
• Remove or segment recipients who have gone cold. 

Eventually, there will be subscribers who simply stop responding to your emails – 
but they don’t unsubscribe. Remove them. These contacts don't do anything for 
your business, except increase the possibility that your emails will be sent to the 



spam folder or deleted altogether. Another option is to segment these contacts for 
future campaigns specifically designed to re-engage them – but you should still 
refrain from including them in your current mailings. 

 
How has an easier unsubscribe process helped your campaign? Have you found double-
opt ins to be more successful or more of a pain? Let us know in the comments! 
 
- The SMTP team 
 
 

“Why are readers unsubscribing from my 
emails?” 
By SMTP Team 
 
Sometimes your customers will be your biggest 
barriers to email marketing success. At the end of the 
day, your content must intrigue and inspire them to 
act – and if it doesn't? Well, that’s why we do our 
best to make unsubscribing an easy process. 
Thankfully, there are ways to ensure your customers 
remain engaged with your content. Before writing 
your next email campaign, consider the four questions 
below. 

 
• Is my subject line honest? 

Recipients only click through the emails that interest them. If your content doesn’t 
match the subject that pulled them in, they won’t be happy. 

 
• Is my HTML formatted correctly? 

Use code validation tools such as W3C to ensure your content will show up 
correctly. Ill-formatted HTML will skew the look of your email. This could set 
off spam filters or frustrate your readers to the point that they immediately hit the 
spam button. 

 
• Can readers get the gist of my email without images? 

Make sure your emails make sense even if your recipients can only see the text. 
Some email service providers automatically suppress the images their users 
receive until the recipient tells them otherwise.  

 
• Am I overenthusiastic about my message? 

Moderation and balance are the keys to both a good life and a happy customer. 
Sending emails too often, especially with repetitive wording or excessive 
capitalization or punctuation, will ensure a trip to the junk folder. 

 



There are more ways to optimize your email marketing success, but these are the top four 
basics to get your started. Did they help? Do you have more tips you’d like to share? Let 
us know in the comments! 
 

-‐ The SMTP Team 
 
 
Five Basic Criteria of Email Deliverability 
By SMTP Team 

 
As an email marketer, you’d probably prefer to ignore the technical aspects of email 
deliverability and leave them to your IT team. Unfortunately, if you want your emails to 
reach your customers consistently, there are a few concepts you have to understand. If 
not, you’ll risk making mistakes that will repeatedly land you in the spam folder – if your 
emails are delivered at all.  
 
We’ve provided five criteria that 
Internet Service Providers (or ISPs) 
use to determine whether or not your 
emails will reach their customers’ 
inboxes. (Yes, your recipients are their 
customers. ISPs are businesses, so 
they will scrutinize your content 
closely to ensure you don’t disturb 
their customers.) 
 

• How high is your email volume? Or rather, how much email are you sending? 
Spammers have notoriously high send rates. If you do as well, make sure your 
hard-bounce and spam trap hit rates are low to avoid being treated like a 
spammer. (We’ll get to bounce rates and spam trap hits in a second.) 
 

• What are your complaint rates? How often do people hit the “report spam” 
button when they receive your messages? Small variations dramatically affect 
your inbox performance. If your rates are high, assess your content and send rates. 
Sending too often could aggravate an otherwise opted-in recipient. 

 
• What about your Hard Bounce rates? Hard bounces are caused by email 

addresses that no longer exist or are unrecognized by the ISP. Unlike soft 
bounces, which are produced by a temporary issue with the recipient’s inbox, hard 
bounces indicate poor list hygiene. Making sure your list is clean and up-to-date 
lowers your hard bounce rates. This enhances your ability to maintain a strong 
reputation. 

 
• How often, if at all, are you hitting spam traps? The answer, hopefully, is 

never. Spam traps are old inboxes that ISPs reactivate specifically to identify 
illegitimate email. These are typically found in purchased lists. Since these 



addresses have never opted-in for your email, whatever hits their inboxes is 
recognized as spam. Organically nurturing your list and keeping it clean reduces 
the chances of encountering a spam trap. 

 
• Have you authenticated your emails? This is one of the more overlooked 

aspects of email sending. Authentication really works as an ID tag that comes 
with your email, indicating that you’re a legitimate sender. Three common tags 
are Sender Policy Framework (SPF), Sender ID, and DomainKeys Identified Mail 
(DKIM)! It’s best to use all three to cover your whole list and can be handled by 
your IT department. Unfortunately, some spammers authenticate their emails as 
well, so ISPs look at this data point as just a part of the whole package.  

 
It’s a surprisingly tricky task to get your emails to hit the inbox – trust us, we understand. 
Did we miss anything? If you have any other sending criteria you think is important to 
point out, let us know in the comments! 
 

-‐ The SMTP Team 
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Email 1: Welcome and Thank you 
 
 Subject line: Welcome to class! Get started right now.  
 
Dear __________,  
 
Thank you for downloading SMTP’s guide, “Effective Email Marketing: 
Beyond the Basics.” As part of your download, you opted to enroll in our 
two-week email course, where you’ll learn supplemental lessons to 
further enhance your understanding of email marketing’s best practices.  
 
For your first lesson, think back to when you downloaded the guide from 
our website. It seemed like a pretty easy decision, right? While there were 
many factors that went into making you think that way, one major factor 
was the Call to Action (CTA). In this case, it was the suggestion that you 
download the guide. Here are 3 simple steps you can implement today to 
streamline your CTAs and make decisions easy for your consumers. 
 

- Have only one CTA on a page. Only make your customers decide 
one thing at a time. 

- Tailor your CTA language to your target market. 
- Always test variations of your CTAs for optimization.   

 
At any time during this course, you are welcome to contact me with any 
questions you may have. Enjoy your guide!  
 
Regards,  
Ron 
 
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 2: Introducing Your Email Market 
 
 Subject: Brave New [Marketing] World 
 
Hi _____, 
 
Now that you’ve downloaded “Effective Email Marketing: Beyond the 
Basics,” you’re on the right track to building a smart email campaign that 
converts readers into leads. 
 
The next step is to understand the changing attitude of your market.  
 
Information abounds today, and the excess of available knowledge has 
led to widespread short attention spans. We favor Twitter over 
newspapers and text messages over phone calls; people expect to get 
their information quickly and if they don’t, they move on even faster. 
 
Furthermore, people have become savvy to marketing techniques. They 
recognize an advertisement when they see one, so don’t sound like a 
marketer. Promise your leads value and deliver on it. You are an expert 
on the subject that you’re telling them about; if you promise them 3 tips 
that will streamline their hiring process, for example, give them 3 great 
tips that actually work. Use this email course as an example of attention-
grabbing emails that provide pure, detailed information. 
 
If you have any questions, hit the reply button on this email to let us 
know. We look forward to hearing from you. 
 
Regards, 
 
Ron  
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 3: Blacklisting Overview 
  
 Subject: Email Marketing’s Kiss of Death 
 
Hi _____________,  
 
Today you’ll learn about blacklisting, which is what happens when ISPs 
(Internet Service Providers) and their spam filters flag you for bad sending 
practices. These filters were set to protect innocent inboxes from 
spammers, but occasionally an email marketing campaign will gloss over 
a few minor errors and end up getting your IP blacklisted. Below are 3 
things to remember to get off on the right foot for your next campaign.   
 
- Don’t buy illegal lists 

o Any email lists that you do not harvest organically through legal 
marketing practices are not only illegal, but they often get 
senders blacklisted. The people on those lists do not know you 
or your brand, and are more likely to flag your emails as spam. 

- Don’t write deceitful content 
o No matter how catchy your subject line is, it has to be truthful. 

An email about a clothing sale at an online retailer can’t read 
something like, “Breaking News: Merchandise from area 
competitors recalled because of infestation.” Not only is it 
gross, it’s unethical to trick your readers. It also a guaranteed 
way to get flagged as spam. 

- Have a valid ‘From’ Address 
o Just like when telemarketers contact you and their numbers 

turn out to be disconnected when you call them back, as an 
email marketer you need a valid sender address. Without one, it 
won’t matter what you’re selling. It won’t be professional.  

 
These are a few quick tips on how to avoid blacklisting and not handicap 
your email marketing campaign. For a more in depth look at blacklisting, 
download SMTP’s guide to blacklist avoidance, Accidental Spam: Blacklist 
Navigation for the Legitimate Sender. And as always, please contact me 
with any questions you may have about this course.  
 
Regards,  
Ron 
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 4: Landing Page Creation 
 
 Subject: Landing Pages: Consumer Mind Control 
 
Hi _________,  
 
Last time you learned about the pitfalls of illegal email lists. Today you’ll 
learn how to not only avoid those troubles, but to build an email list that 
will increase your conversion rates and your bottom line. The best way to 
do this is by using a landing page, a simple step that creates organic 
email lists of interested consumers.  
 

- What is a landing page? 
A landing page is a simple webpage that your potential customers will be 
directed to when they look for your product. For example, the page where 
you downloaded this guide was a landing page. 
 

- How do they work? 
Compared to a massive list of random emails, a landing page takes one 
of the most time-consuming parts out of the marketing process: it brings 
your clients to you. A carefully crafted landing page designed with your 
target audience in mind can drastically limit the effort you put into lead 
generation and will greatly enhance the conversion rates of your email 
lists.  
 

- How do I make one? 
Keep it simple. A landing page should be very specific, and only contain 
the information that your lead is looking for. Everything on the page 
should direct them towards the Call to Action (CTA), where they only have 
one option: sign up for, download, or buy your product.  
At SMTP we always want feedback on how our email courses are working. 
Email me with a topic you’d like covered in a future lesson.  
 
Regards,  
Ron 
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 5: 4 Incentives for Leads to Join Your List 
 
 Subject: Creating Incentives: The Cherry on Top 
 
Hi _____, 
 
 
Whether you’re a new email sender or a seasoned professional, building 
your list can always be a daunting task. We’ve discussed the importance 
of building over buying a pre-made list, and now it’s time to delve into 
harvesting email addresses.  
 
We suggest the following strategies: 
 

1) Create and distribute white papers, e-books, or guides. 
2) Create a landing page that draws your lead to the content you want 

them to acquire by focusing on the problem your material will solve 
for them, requiring their email address or other contact information 
in exchange. 

3) After you’ve established an interesting and conversational feed, 
market your content on social media and invite followers to get in 
contact with you via a landing page. 

4) Provide a sign-up sheet at a trade show or other event related to 
your business or service. 

 
Consider, for example, how you found your way here. You discovered a 
guide you found useful to your business needs, provided the information 
necessary, and now you’re receiving a healthy series of useful emails. 
 
Feel free to steal our idea. It works. 
 
If you have any questions, feel free to reach out to us. We’d love to 
answer any questions you might have. 
 
Regards, 
 
Ron  
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 6: Using a Reliable Email Service 
 
 Subject: Let SMTP Help You ‘Interspire’ Your Customers 
 
Hi __________, 
 
The most important aspect of email marketing is the use of software that 
adheres to your basic needs. Unfortunately, it can be difficult to send out 
high-quality email without a high-powered service and a team on 
standby to fix the issues in deliverability that might arise. 
 
That’s why SMTP offers hosted solution Interspire Email Marketer in 
addition to shared and dedicated servers that ensure an integrated and 
uninterrupted email service. Interspire boasts a full WYSIWIG feature as 
well as automated bounce processing, list management, and monitored 
click-through rates.   
 
Unchecked click-through and open rates can lead to unmonitored spam 
complaints. Too many spam complaints can lead to your emails getting 
blacklisted, resulting in interrupted service and wasted time and money. 
 
With SMTP’s Interspire, you don’t have to worry. Starting at only $199 for 
10,000 emails/mo on a shared server or $209 for 100,000/mo on a 
dedicated server, our solutions ensure seamless email service, saving you 
time, effort, and money. 
 
Learn more about our solutions here. If you have any questions or want 
to know more about how we can help you, feel free to hit reply on this 
email or give me a call at 617-500-8639. 
 
Regards, 
 
Ron  
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 7: Results-Driven Emails Require Consistent Communication 
 
 Subject: Incognito Marketing 
 
Hi ______, 
 
Recall that you learned how important it is not to sound like a marketer. 
Email marketing is, at its most basic, a way for you and your consumers 
to connect and build a trusting, mutually beneficial relationship. Use first 
names, a conversational tone, and total transparency to put your readers 
at ease.  
 
While it’s important to not sound like a marketer, it is critical to think and 
plan like one. Your communication must be reliable and easily 
recognizable. Consistency depends on the following factors: 
 

1) Timing 
2) Frequency 
3) Types of content 
4) Branding 
5) Naming/subject lines 

 
Developing a routine with your recipients builds a comfortable rapport. 
This is not to suggest that you aren’t allowed to shoot one-off emails 
that offer special offers or incentives – most people enjoy surprises. 
However, people typically prefer surprises from people they already know 
and trust.  
 
Do you have more questions about timing your emails or sending 
consistent, expected content? Let us know; we’re happy to help. 
 
Regards, 
 
Ron  
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 8: second sell 
 

Subject: The Secret Tool for Serious Email Marketers 
 
Hi _____________,  
 
One part of email that many people forget about is compatibility. You can 
spend as much time as you want making your emails look professional 
and inviting, but if they only look that way on some email platforms 
you’re in trouble. Whether it’s an AOL account, a Gmail account, an 
iCloud account, or a university account makes a huge difference in the 
way your email appears to a lead.  
 
On top of that, it’s essential to remember that most people check their 
email via smartphone. Optimizing your campaign so that the emails 
appear perfectly on iPhones, Blackberries, or Androids, new or old, will 
enhance the user experience for all of your leads. As an email marketer 
you want to make sure everything you’re doing is attracting leads, not 
pushing them away.  
 
SMTP offers a service called PreviewMyEmail that lets you see how your 
emails look on every major email provider, as well as mobile devices. 
Before you send out your campaign, you’ll get a screenshot of your email, 
as it would appear across the various platforms, and a chance to fix it. 
PreviewMyEmail lets you control what happens to your email, even after 
you’ve sent it. Combined with advanced reporting and analytics about 
how your emails perform, this is a crucial tool for any serious email 
marketer.  
 
If you are interested in SMTP’s PreviewMyEmail or have any other 
questions, as always let me know how I can help.  
 
Regards,  
Ron 
 
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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Email 9: Thank you 
 
 Subject: Thank you for taking SMTP’s Email Marketing Course 
 
Hi __________,  
 
I wanted to follow up and ask you how your experience was with our 
course. A lot of information was covered throughout the course and in 
the guide, and if you have any lingering questions or concerns, feel free 
to email me.  
 
On behalf of SMTP, I want to thank you for your interest in our company 
and wish you the best of luck in your next email marketing campaign.  
 
Regards,  
Ron 
 
--- 
Ron MacDonald 
SMTP.com Sales Director 
Phone: 617-500-8639 
Skype: ronmac00 
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- CBL (Composite Blocking List) [http://cbl.abuseat.org]  
 

- SORBS (Spam and Open Relay Blocking System) 
[http://www.sorbs.net] 
 

- SpamCop [http://www.spamcop.net] 
 

- SPAMHAUS [http://www.spamhaus.org] 
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• Your IP address will simply drop off some lists after a certain period 
of time, usually weeks.  

• You will be required to submit a request form on the list’s website. 
• You will receive an alert that you have been blacklisted and a report 

on your poor practices.  
• You will be required to change your emailing practices and then 

apply for removal. 
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- Passwords 
o Hacking is an issue that many email marketing companies 

will run in to. The more users working on your server, the 
greater the chance that one of their accounts will be hacked. 
Imposing password policies to prevent easy passwords -- 
like “abc123,” or “password” -- from being too common will 
improve your security.  

 
- Throttling 

o As you learned earlier in this guide, sending mass amounts 
of email (especially on a new server) can be a red flag for 
ISPs. From the system administrator point of view, a way to 
avoid this is to throttle the amount of outgoing mail your 
server will allow. Throttling is when you put a cap on the 
number of emails that users can send in a certain time 
period, and it is very effective when you are warming up a 
new server. 

 
- Internal Spam Notification 

o You can set up a number of internal alerts to let you know 
when spam-like activities are taking place on your server: 

! Get an alert when a message over a certain size is sent. 
! Get an alert when a user’s emails are throttled.  
! Get an alert updating you on the system’s memory. 
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2#0%(5.0'05$"'/2$/52B(Y;'($./2(?"'>('"02;4C($."'"(0'"(0(?0'/"$>(;=(.0&/$2($.0$("%0/6(
%0'A"$"'2(.0?"(6"0'4"8($;(0?;/8(D."4(D'/$/49("%0/6(50%#0/942B(E./492($.0$(>;7(
%0>(8;(/4(>;7'(#"'2;406("%0/62(504(&"(5.0'05$"'/2$/5(;=(2#0%C(048(/=($.;2"($./492(0'"(
%094/=/"8(/4$;(>;7'(60'9"G2506"("%0/6(&602$2C(>;7(5;768('74(/4$;(#';&6"%2(D/$.(
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o UPPERCASE 
o Excessive punctuation 
o Spelling errors  

 
b66(;=($."2"(D/66(0$$'05$($."(0$$"4$/;4(;=(2#0%(=/6$"'2B(b4("%0/6(2.;768(&"(0##';05."8(
/4($."(20%"(D0>(0(6"$$"'(D;768(&"B(H'/$/49(/4(066(7##"'502"(;'(72/49("@5"22/?"(
"@560%0$/;4(#;/4$2(;'(F7"2$/;4(%0'A2(4;$(;46>(0$$'05$2($."(3!L2C(/$(8/2$'05$2($."(
5;427%"'(=';%(>;7'(%"2209"C(&"5072"(/$(6;;A2(74#';="22/;406B(3=(/$(%0A"2(/$($.';79.(
$."(=/6$"'2(0$(066C($.0$(/2B(b2(YB(!5;$$(Y/$c9"'068(=0%;726>(F7/##"8C(Ud2/49(04(
"@560%0$/;4(#;/4$(/2(6/A"(6079./49(0$(>;7'(;D4(R;A"BX(!#"66/49("'';'2(0'"(04;$."'(D0>(
$;(8/2$'05$(#";#6"(=';%(D.0$(>;7<'"($'>/49($;($"66($."%B(E0A"($."($/%"($;(#';;='"08(
>;7'(5;4$"4$B(
(

o Blacklist Trigger Words 
! Credit 
! Free 
! Win 
! Opportunity 
! Online Degree 
! Refinance 
 

H;'82(;'(#.'02"2(504(;=$"4(50$5.($."(">"(;=(0(2#0%(=/6$"'C(048($."'"(0'"($'/99"'(
D;'82($.0$(0'"('/2A>($;(72"B(L.'02"2(6/A"(UV"$(K/5.(e7/5ACX(U[""$(!/496"2CX(;'(UO;(
^/88"4(-;2$2CX(02(>;7(%/9.$("@#"5$C('0/2"($."(/'"(;=($."(3!L2B(J7$(2;(8;(2/%#6"(D;'82(
6/A"(UY'""CX(U-'"8/$CX(;'(UH/4BX(J"(50'"=76(4;$($;(72"($."2"($>#"2(;=(D;'82(D."4(>;7(
8;4<$(.0?"($;C(02($.">(5;768(&"(0(5;4$'/&7$/49('"02;4($;(04(3L(088'"22(74A4;D/496>(
9"$$/49(6/2$"8(;4(0(&605A6/2$B(E./4A(;=($."%(02(%0'A"$/49(56/5.f2(048(=/48(0(&"$$"'(D0>(
$;(20>(D.0$(>;7(%"04B((
(
32(0(#/5$7'"('"066>(D;'$.(0($.;72048(D;'82I((
!

o Images 
o Graphics 
o ClipArt 
o Flash  

 
H./6"($."(/8"0(;=(0(?/2706(%"2209"(.02(2/94/=/504$(0##"06C(/4(#'05$/5"(/$('0'"6>(D;'A2B(
H/$.($."(?0'/"$>(;=(5.044"62($.0$(#";#6"(D/66(&"(?/"D/49(>;7'("%0/62C(04>(60'9"(
/%09"2(;'(=602.(088G;42(D/66(727066>(5072"(6;08/49(/227"2(;4(?0'/;72(#60$=;'%2(;'(
5072"(>;7'(60>;7$($;(5.049"(D."4($."("%0/6(#';?/8"'(8;"24<$(07$;%0$/5066>(6;08(
$."%B(-6/#b'$(504("02/6>(=066(/4$;($."(74#';="22/;406(50$"9;'>C(02(504(6;DGF706/$>(
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$;;(%75.(5;4$"4$B(34($./2(502"C(04(/%09"(/2(4;$(D;'$.(04>D."'"(56;2"($;(0($.;72048(
D;'82B((
(
(
(
N8!F.G!-.!H,!=4@O"%4#!=.;:0*16-I!

(
34()**,C(-;49'"22(&02"8($."(-bOG!Lb[(05$C(D./5.(2$0482(=;'(-;4$';66/49($."(b22076$(
;=(O;4G!;6/5/$"8(L;'4;9'0#.>(048([0'A"$/49B(H./6"(%;2$(%0'A"$"'2(8;4<$(#7$($."(
#'05$/5"2(#';./&/$"8(/4($."(05$(;4($."(20%"(=;;$/49C($."(60D(8;"2B(E.0$(2.;D2($."(
2"'/;72("@$"4$(;=(2#0%("%0/6/49(048(#7$2($."(.0'2.(&605A6/2$/49(#'05$/5"2($.0$(3!L<2(
/4(#"'2#"5$/?"B(Y;'("@0%#6"C(06$.;79.($."(47%&"'2(?0'>(8"#"48/49(;4($."(2;7'5"C(
"%0/6($'05A"'2("2$/%0$"($.0$(g*G\hi(;=(066("%0/6(2"4$(/4(04>(9/?"4(80>(;4($."(
34$"'4"$(/2(2#0%B(!;C(D./6"(/$(504(&"(/45'"8/&6>(='72$'0$/49(D."4(>;7(9"$(&605A6/2$"8C(
2/%#6>(A4;D($.0$(/$(/2(0(4"5"220'>(#0'$(;=(%0A/49($."(34$"'4"$(720&6"B((
(
E."(05$(/2(;7$6/4"8(/4(0(D0>($.0$(066;D2("%0/6(%0'A"$"'2($;(2"48(742;6/5/$"8("%0/62(
$;(#;$"4$/06(6"082(/=($.">(08."'"($;(0(2"$(;=(5;%#6/045"('"F7/'"%"4$2B(E."($.'""(
'"F7/'"8(5;%#6/045"(&".0?/;'2(0'":(
(

- Unsubscribe Compliance 
o CAN-SPAM requires email marketers to include an opt-

out option so that the unsolicited party may request to be 
removed from the email list at any time. It is also required 
that you remove that person’s email from your list within 
10 days of their request.  

- Content Compliance 
o There are a variety of guidelines that you must follow 

when presenting your content: 
! Your ‘From’ address must be accurate. 
! Your subject lines must be relevant. 
! You must have a legitimate physical address of the 

email publisher and/or the advertiser.  
! If the content is adult in anyway, it needs to be 

labeled as such. 
- Sending Behavior Compliance  

o Additionally, there are a few general behaviors that are 
prohibited: 

! A message cannot be sent to a harvested email 
address.  

! A message cannot have a false header. 
! A message must contain at least one sentence.  

(
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#";#6"($.0$(0'"(/4$"'"2$"8(/4(>;7'(&'048B(345678/49($."(;#$G;7$(56072"(/2(0(D0>($;(
5;4$/47"(D""8/49(;7$("'';4";72("%0/6(088'"22"2(06;49($."(D0>C(D./5.(/4($7'4(6/%/$2(
>;7'(5.045"(;=(9"$$/49("%0/62(&;745"8(;'(=6099"8(02(2#0%B(M;4<$(D;''>(0&;7$(#";#6"(
;#$/49(;7$S($.">(D"'"(4"?"'(9;/49($;(&"(5;4?"'$"8(04>D0>B((
(
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[04>(;=($."2"('"9760$/;42(;46>(0##6>($;(05$706(2#0%%"'2C(&7$($.">(0'"(72"=76($;(
A""#(/4(%/48(D."4(2"48/49(>;7'("%0/6(%0'A"$/49(50%#0/942B(E."2"(0'"($."($>#"2(;=(
$./492($.0$(2#0%(=/6$"'2(0'"(#';9'0%%"8($;(6;;A(=;'(048(D/66(06D0>2(2$;#B(a""#($."2"(
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(
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$.';79.(#'05$/5"B(3$<2(04(/48/?/8706(2/$70$/;4($.0$(>;7(%0>(2$0'$(0$(0(8/=="'"4$(2$09"(
$.04(;$."'(5;%#04/"2(/4(>;7'(2#05"B(H."$."'(>;7(0'"(2$0'$/49(&>(9"$$/49(>;7'(3L(
088'"22(746/2$"8(;'($0A/49(#'"507$/;40'>(%"027'"2($;(%0A"(27'"(>;7(4"?"'("48(7#(
;4(;4"C(748"'2$048/49($."(D.;6"(&605A6/2$/49(6/="5>56"(/2(5'75/06($;(&"/49(04("=="5$/?"(
"%0/6(%0'A"$"'B((
(
E.04A(>;7(=;'(8;D46;08/49(![EL<2(97/8"($;(&605A6/2$(0?;/8045"B(L6"02"(5;4$05$(72(
=;'(%;'"(/4=;'%0$/;4(0&;7$(04>(#0'$(;=($."(97/8"(;'(=;'(F7"2$/;42(0&;7$(;7'(2"'?/5"B(
W%0/6(%0'A"$/49(/2(.0'8C(048(D"(0'"(."'"($;(."6#B(Y""6(='""($;(5066(72(0$(+Gg``G`*hG
\,l)(;'(5;4$05$(;7'(27##;'$($"0%(;4(;7'(D"&2/$"C(
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F7"2$/;42(;'(5;45"'42C(=""6(='""($;("%0/6(%"B((
(
Z4(&".06=(;=(![ELC($.04A(>;7(090/4(=;'(8;D46;08/49(Ub55/8"4$06(!#0%:(J605A6/2$(
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(
b=$"'('"08/49($."(602$("%0/6C(.;#"=766>(>;7(=;748($.0$(>;7(0'"(4;$(6/2$"8(;4(04>(
&605A6/2$2B(Z'C(/=(>;7(D"'"(6/2$"8C(>;7<'"(.0?/49(2755"22('"2;6?/49($."(2/$70$/;4B(3=(>;7(
0'"('744/49(/4$;(04>(5;%#6/50$/;42C(#6"02"(5;4$05$(72(0$(![ELB(H"(504(6"?"'09"(;7'(
"@/2$/49('"60$/;42./#(D/$.($."(3!L2(/4(>;7'(=0?;'(048(9"$(>;7'(2"48"'('"#7$0$/;4(
'"2$;'"8B((
(
3=(>;7(D"'"(&605A6/2$"8C(/$(D02(&"5072"(>;7'(2"'?"'<2('"#7$0$/;4(8';##"8(&"6;D($."(
3!L<2($.'"2.;68(=;'($'72$D;'$./4"22B(E."("%0/6(5;%#04>(K"$7'4(L0$.(8"?"6;#"8(
!"48"'(!5;'"C(D./5.(/2(04(069;'/$.%($.0$(%"027'"2(0(2"'?"'<2($'72$D;'$./4"22(&02"8(
;4(?0'/;72(=05$;'2B((
(
!"48"'(!5;'"2('049"(=';%(*G+**B(!"'?"'2(D/$.(0(2"48"'(25;'"(;=(\*(;'(0&;?"(0'"(
$'72$"8(&>($."(3!LB(3=(>;7'(25;'"(8/#2(&"6;D(g*(>;7(D/66(&"9/4($;(.0?"($';7&6"(D/$.(
>;7'(8"6/?"'0&/6/$>B(b4>(25;'"(&"6;D(0(h*(/48/50$"2(0(2#0%%"'C(048("%0/62(2"4$(=';%(
$.;2"(2"'?"'2(D/66(4;$(&"(8"6/?"'"8B((
(
^"'"(0'"(2;%"(;=($."(=05$;'2($.0$(8"$"'%/4"(>;7'(!"48"'(!5;'":(

- Complaint rate: the number of spam complaints divided by the 
number of emails accepted. 

- External reputation: frequency of appearances on blacklists, or 
white lists, relative to other IP addresses. 

- Bounce rate: the number of emails returned to sender, 
compared to other IP addresses. 

- Acceptance rate: the number of emails successfully delivered in 
relation to those attempted. 

- Unknown user rate: the number of nonexistent or invalid email 
addresses on your list. 

(
![EL(504('"?/"D(>;7'(!"48"'(!5;'"(048(9/?"(>;7('"5;%%"480$/;4(;4(.;D($;(
/%#';?"(/$B(b4;$."'(;#$/;4(/2($;(2/94(7#(=;'(;4"(;=(![EL(#6042(;4(0(2.0'"8(2"'?"'C(
D."'"($."(2"48"'('"#7$0$/;4(/2(8/67$"8(;?"'(,**(3L(088'"22"2C(%;4/$;'"8C(048(A"#$(
0&;?"(\*(&>(0($"0%(;=("@#"'$2B((
(
N;7<66(6"0'4(%;'"(0&;7$(![EL<2(#6042(/4($."(4"@$("%0/6C(&7$(/=(>;7(0'"(57'/;72(&"=;'"(
$."4C(#6"02"(?/2/$(;7'(D"&2/$"(=;'(%;'"(/4=;'%0$/;4B((
(
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(
K;4(
(
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$."(&"2$(;#$/;4B(E."(8/==/576$(#0'$(/2(6;;A/49(0."08(048(#'"8/5$/49(D.0$($>#"(;=(
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